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REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
BENZIE COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER

 November 13, 2013

I. Open Meeting and Pledge of Allegiance-  
 Meeting called to order at 7:34 p.m. 

II. Roll Call of Planning Commissioners- 
 Peg Minster, Nena Bondarenko, Susan Zenker, Glen Rineer, Adrian Poulisse and Lori Hill 
 present.  
 Don Tanner excused.  
  
III.    Approval of Agenda-  
 Adrian moves to approve the agenda with changes, Susan seconds the motion, motion passed.

III. Approval of Regular Meeting Minutes from October 10, 2013- 
 Nena moves to accept the minutes with corrections, Adrian seconds the motion, motion passed.  

IV. Public Input – Items on the Agenda
 Frank Post- Benzie County Emergency Management Coordinator, regarding the update of the 
 Benzie County Hazardous Mitigation Plan:

 Don and  Frank attended meeting yesterday with NWMCOG regarding updating of the Hazardous   
 Mitigation Plan.  It was last updated in 2007.  FEMA requires the plan be looked at every five 
 years, revise it and send it in for approval to BOC and to FEMA.  They are in the process of doing 
 that.  They had a kickoff meeting yesterday.  One of the key players identified in the updating of  
 this plan is the BCPC.  The BCPC knows the players and is familiar with some of the issues and 
 has the ability to drive some of the change that would be necessary to implement this.  The 
 Hazard Mitigation Plan identifies such things as soil erosion from flooding, because of some of 
 the problems unique to Benzie County, snow loads on buildings, there could be recommendations 
 for more robust construction codes to prevent building collapses, things like that.  What Frank will 
 be doing is copying the existing plan to the BCPC, not reinventing the wheel.  It’s not necessarily 
 starting with a blank piece of paper.  They’re going to look at what’s currently in place.  They will 
 need to identify critical infrastructure here in the community and what are some of the hazards, 
 the flooding, tornados and natural disasters that we might have to deal with and make certain 
 recommendations that would be adopted by our board and forwarded to FEMA.  Frank is here 
 tonight to update the PC.  They did receive a grant from FEMA for $41,000 (for an eight county 
 region),  requiring an in-kind (soft) match, which could include our participation   There is funding 
 to support it.  Glen asked if emergency shelters would be a part of this.  Yes .  How to prepare for 
 those types of events, including shelters and infrastructure, generators for buildings that lose 
 power, etc.    Wages of staff members could also be considered part of the match.  Planning 
 Commission per-diems and mileage could also be considered part of the “soft match”.  The goal 
 is to reach down to the township level on how the plan is put together and including local units of 
 government to find out what each unit experiences uniquely.  NWMCOG will be helping to 
 facilitate the program.  They will do much of the drafting of the information and we will edit the 
 information to make sure it’s accurate.   The requirement of the HMP would make Benzie County 
 eligible for certain grant fundings.  An example would be an identified flood plain  that is in the 
 plan, then can ask for federal dollars to mitigate the problem.  FEMA is trying to get away from 
 the problem of rebuilding in areas that have a history of constant major disasters by giving grants 
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 and funding to mitigate these issues.  Without a HMP, you won’t get anywhere with FEMA.  This 
 is Frank’s first experience with this. The board gets all the input from key players, then the board 
 would adopt the plan and it would be forwarded to the State and beyond.  The Planning 
 Commission is a key player, but not the sole player.   Is a committee needed?   The first meeting 
 was just held.   NWMCOG will be inviting participants who are stakeholders and soliciting input as 
 to what is needed with each  stakeholder.  It will all  be brought together in the document.  
 another meeting date has not been set yet.  Frank  will make a copy and get one to each 
 planning commissioner to become familiar and bring forth  issues we see them.  Some critical 
 infrastructure that has never been addressed including cell phone towers or State of 
 Michigan radio system will have to be added.   Adrian and Susan would be interested in serving 
 on a committee, Susan may have work/meeting conflicts. Don Tanner would be an automatic 
 add, along with Adrian and Susan.  Glen could be an alternate.   This would be an exploratory 
 committee only, not a decision making body.  Committee meetings should be posted.   Someone 
 representing the school district should be involved and the schools will be stakeholders.  A 
 Hazard Mitigation Plan should be part of the master plan, and when we do an update, we can 
 include it. 

V. Unfinished Business

 A. BCPC Goals and Objectives 2013 - Year End Summary/Review at December Meeting
   For the next meeting we need to take a look at our goals & objectives.  We can do 
   a summary for 2013, and we will be looking for ideas at next month’s meeting to 
   put together, goals & objectives, timeline and benchmarks for 2014.   They will 
   likely be pretty much  the same.  Having benchmarks, goals & objectives with a 
   timeline has kept us on track.  We’ve done some good work.  We can take a look 
   at our successes and our failures and see where we need to prioritize our attention 
   for next year.  Maybe it’s the same, maybe it’s not.  Nena’s biggest goal for 2014 is 
   to have some staff.  There’s too much work.  Adrian asked if the CIP is in a word 
   base document so we can easily update and amend it.  Chris did a spread sheet 
   for the plan itself projecting out for a 6 or 7 year period.  That graph can be added 
   to the plan.  Some upcoming changes will be the Maples construction and the 
   DHS building becoming county owned.  What happens with state agency 
   buildings?  Will the state agencies still occupy them with the Governor’s new 
   prosperity region plan?  

B. Planning Commission Monthly Budget Report
  This year so far, 165.76 cents have been spent so far in the first month of the new 

   fiscal year.  Discussion about budget allowances for staff and updating of the 
   master plan continues.  To make a more attractive situation for someone to apply 
   for a staff member position, if there could be a position that also serves the 
   Brownfield Development Authority, the Land Bank and possibly the Solid Waste 
   Department, thus increasing hours.  Overall, if money from all these departments 
   can be allotted for a staff member, it  would likely be easier to find someone to 
   apply for the position which would include being the recording secretary for the 
   Planning Commission.  Nena would like the Planning Commission to have it’s very 
   own staff member.   The PC is a very important and necessary entity for the county 
   and  the county will have to realize that we need some sort of staff.  A budget 
   adjustment is possible to hire a staff member.  Nena believes the PC has enough 
   work to keep one person busy 20 hours a week.  Discussion ongoing.  We have 
   3,000 set aside for staff.  It’s a start.  If we don’t get anyone by advertising in the 
   paper for 6 to 8 hours a week, we will revisit the issue of recording secretary and 
   possibly increase the  hours. 

C. BCPC Grant Research and Writing Committee Update/Bondarenko
  Nena discusses the Community Fund Grant applied for on October 1st.  Will be 

   looked at in November and decided upon in December and we should know by 
   January 15th.  The results will be released in January.   Regarding the NWMCOG 
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   grant, NWMCOG has to wait until all the federal budget stuff was settled.  During a 
   federal government shutdown, NWMCOG grant money was also on hold because 
   it comes from the federal government.  Application submission won’t be accepted 
   until January.  Nena has high hopes to receive a grant for updating the master 
   plan, including updated maps.   

D. Comprehensive Plan Update

1. Data Update in Base Document 
     •Preparation of the data as Exhibit A attached to Chapter 1 Susan Zenker.  
  Exhibit A was prepared for approval by commissioners.  Discussion for 
  rewording and rewording suggestions were made.  Nena moves that 
  Exhibit A for the demographic update in Chapter 1 of the Master Plan be 
  approved as written with two wording changes.   Lori seconds the motion, 
  motion passes.  Susan will retype, add Exhibit A to the back of Chapter 1 of 
  the 2020 Comprehensive Plan and submit to Dawn to be put on the 
  Planning Commission website. 

E. Statutory guidelines for 2013-Progress Report  
    All goals we set for 2013 have been completed which include the Annual 

    Report, a Report to the Budget Committee, and a demographic update to 
    the 2020 Comprehensive Plan. The updating of the Comprehensive Plan 
    is an ongoing process.  Also we re-initiated the Capital Improvements Plan 
    for the first time since 2008.  We got good responses, and good feedback 
    on the CIP.  Chris- The CIP is a statutory requirement.  Now it’s 
    just ongoing updates and to whatever degree money can be appropriated 
    to actually implement the plan.  Of course that’s a constant changing set of 
    priorities, but as long as the plan is set in place, departments can expect 
    that each year, that the BCPC will send a letter.  Parks and Recreation is a 
    bigger land use entity and we can expect to see increased activity with 
    them.  Peg- It’s been difficult  as a Planning Commission, going from a 
    Zoning perspective to a Planning perspective and wrap our activities 
    around that concept as opposed to Zoning only.  That was a monumental 
    accomplishment.  

 
F.      Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) 

                     CIP committee appointment member review.  
  Adrian and Peg will work on it.  It will be part of the budgetary process, so it 
  will involve the administrators office. Chris- One of the key people, Ron 
  Burns or Frank Post because of the EOC and 911 center investment.  More 
  discussion next month then Peg and Adrian will begin working on it.   
  Susan will try to find the CIP on the PC computer.  

                     CIP Plan as Adopted to BOC Update

            G. Benzie County Brownfield Redevelopment Program Meeting October 23rd-  
  Tanner/Rineer  
   Glen attended the meeting.  He said it was a very informative meeting.  The basic 
   message was the Brownfield Redevelopment Authority, land bank and local units 
   of government, working together, each bringing their own unique set of tools, to get 
   projects moving, where individually it hasn’t been moving that well.  Lori said it was 
   fabulous and Glen came away from the meeting feeling very motivated.  
   Discussion about the work in Honor at Bud’s Gas Station and BRA and what 
   benefits contamination clean-up can mean for the surrounding community.  
   Discussion about re-purposing bringing in new development and increasing 
   property values.  Discussion about basic clean up in a community, if you give 
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   people the resources to get rid of their junk, they will, this improves the whole 
   community.

 MSUE Citizen Planner Course-BC Planning Commissioners Progress Report
  Adrian has one class to make up.  Glen is done.  Lori and Nena are moving 

   forward in the course.  Discussion about in-class participation versus on-line 
   classes, pro’s and con’s. 

H. Planning Commission Files/Records Organization Report
  Susan- not much to report.  Kathy Ralston and she had done some organizing to 

   free up shelf and filing cabinet space to accommodate current planning 
   commission files and papers.  Nothing more has been done, there’s a lot of work 
   left, she reports. 

I. Lakes to Land Report - Susan Zenker 
  Susan- She had heard at her local township meeting that all the new Master Plans 

   were going to be released by Lakes to Land on the same date.  She e-mailed 
   Beckett & Raeder for conformation of this information.  They said yes, this was 
   factual.  She expressed concern about the work load this put on agencies wanting 
   to comment.  It is estimated that by the end of November those plans will be 
   released for the official review period.  Currently there are four new plans available 
   online for the public to view-  Arcadia- Honor- Joyfield and Blaine.   The first three 
   tabs (120 pages) are Beckett & Raeder “boiler plate”, and the last 40-70 pages are 
   for each individual government.  Peg thinks work sessions will be needed to review 
   this many plans.  Chris- Gilmore township is also now available on the Lakes to 
   Land website,   www.lakestoland.org  It was suggested if we read them as they 
   come available, we would be better prepared for the official review period.   
   Discussion about how to get hard copies to Commissioners who cannot download 
   them, color copies versus black and white, the problem with the GIS maps and 
   graphs in black and white.  Cheapest online color printing costs- .09 cents each.  
   Chris can do them for .07 cents each.   There was a suggestion to have review 
   committees to review certain plans and have a final presentation.  We will do some 
   research to find the best price for printing and report back next meeting with the 
   results. 

J. Work Session Dates for Anticipated Master Plan Review(s)
  Discussion about work session and when to have them. 

L. EDC Report-Tanner (October Meeting)
  Don is absent, tabled until December meeting. 

M.  BCPC Support/Recording Secretary Position – Discussion-Place ad again.
  (SEE ABOVE- “B”)  Peg is going to place a Display AND Classified Ad.  Who does 

   the recording for Elberta Village Planning Commission?  Lori will ask.  Discussion 
   about per-diem for Susan who is filling in as recording secretary, or mileage for her 
   extra trips.  Adrian suggests we vote on it.  Chris is going to talk to the county 
   lawyer.   Adrian moves to approve the placement of an Ad for a recording 
   secretary in the local paper.  Nena seconds the motion.  Roll Call Vote-  Peg-Yes, 
   Nena-Yes, Lori-Yes, Adrian-Yes, Glen-Yes, Susan-Yes, motion passed. 

VI. New Business

A. BCPC 2014 Goals & Objectives – Discussion- Tabled until the next meeting.

B. BCPC Timeline for 2014 – Discussion-Tabled as Unfinished Business until the next 
meeting. 
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C. Mailing Labels-  Adrian presented his template for address labels for local and 
surrounding governments.

D. Regional Economic Initiative- Housing Trends from NEMCOG- Nena
 Empowering Locals to Drive Economic Development.  A map showing the 
 breakdown of Prosperity Regions in Michigan.  Governor Snyder is behind this, 
 there is some politics behind this.  Benzie County is in section 2- the Northwest 
 Prosperity Region.  Grant money is tied into this plan. These regions are to 
 promote within themselves to get grant money, but the grant money is premised on 
 the governmental bodies pairing with economic development and private industry 
 to get things done, to get the grant money.  There’s a lot of different pieces that 
 have to be gathered together to make it work.  Discussion about pro-s and con’s, 
 benefits and disadvantages.  This is a work-in-progress.  
 Population Trends and Housing Choices- from NWMCOG.    Can find the report 
 online.  Nena can forward it.  Very good information and very detailed.   

VII. Presentation of Correspondence
  Correspondence was passed around.  Informational flyers only. 

VIII. Presentations and Announcements
  -Adrian has met with a gentleman who hopefully will contact the EDC and wants to start a 
  technology business in Benzie County which could employ 250 individuals.  
  -Susan has heard that Tractor Supply is moving forward with their plans to build a store in 
  Benzonia.  Glen has also heard it is moving ahead. 
  -Glen announced Benzonia Township had a special zoning meeting regarding the 
  proposed zoning  changes that would directly affect a proposed project by the Fresh 
  changes were  proposed.   The changes would eliminate schools in the RP5.  The 
  Benzonia Twp Hall was standing room only.  Reverend Towersey made a presentation 
  and asked questions and wondered if the change to zoning was initiated as a result of the 
  churches plans for a Christian School.  The church has already signed a purchase 
  agreement for the property.  Many comments in favor of the school, one comment against.  
  The end result was the Zoning Board removed the proposed zoning restriction on RP5.  
  There was much discussion about this issue. 
  

IX. Public Input – Items On or Off the Agenda, within the Planning Commission’s Jurisdiction
  No public input. 

X. Adjourn
              Lori moves to adjourn, Nena seconds motion, motion passed.  

Respectfully Submitted

Susan K. Zenker
Secretary
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